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Extended summary 1
At the moment, there are generally accepted and reference books of inter-language philology, and some issues remain unsolved, concerning efficiency of teaching pronunciation of
English as a foreign language, and there are not many papers referring to attitudes of teachers
towards difficulties the students are facing when mastering pronunciation. In Serbian scientific
context, this type of papers almost does not exist. It can be said that unsolved issues concerning
the efficiency of approach to the teaching pronunciation is the consequence of misunderstand
is considering aims of mastering pronunciation and that the debate is known what should be
tended for in pronunciation of words in the foreign language – general understanding or pronunciation similar to native speakers (Scovel, 2000). The very term of comprehension pronunciation is rarely studies, so teachers are advised to study carefully what it means, so that in
adequate way they can access their students’ pronunciation, because some authors think that
teachers are not adequate assessors of pronunciation, because they got used to their students’
articulation (Munro, Derwing, 1995).
This is why our paper is on the studying of attitudes of Serbian teachers of English as a
foreign language towards pronunciation difficulties, which their students face at everyday level.
Nevertheless, we tried to reveal in which extent the teachers are aware of existence of pronunciation problem of students, as well as they are acquainted with possible strategies which the
students use to overcome them, so we are once again focusing attention to a bit neglected segment of learning English as a foreign language, i.e. teaching pronunciation. For replying those
stated research questions, we have done the questionnaire, i.e. the primal instrument for collecting data, was the questionnaire, modified from the previous study (Ahmad, Muhiburrah1 danicajerotijevic@gmail.com
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man, 2013) which had functions with Licart’s scale of questions and replies, as well as questions of the open type. The questionnaire was done during the second term on the school year
2012/2013, wither by e-mail or personally. Thirty-two high school teachers from Jagodina,
Kragujevac, Niš, Kraljevo, Čačak, Leskovac and Belgrade participated in the Research. The
given sample was chosen, so that we could obey the criteria of validity and security, because
the chosen teachers had the last two years of secondary school to teach. For the analysis of the
given data, we used quantitative and qualitative-descriptive method, i.e. percentage calculation
was used for calculating replies of the Licert’s scale, whereas replies were of the open type were
qualifiedly explained.
Results of the questionnaire show that Serbian teachers consider Serbian students to
have generally bad pronunciation of English, but in reality, not much is undertaken so that
specially designed curriculum, or a part of it, the exiting problems should be milder. It is particularly warning, that particularities of a foreign language are almost neglected, concerning
rhythm, accent and intonation. The given situation is one of the rare aspects in which results
of our study do not match the previous one, in which a similar questionnaire was done, whereas most replies remained in coherence with the previous findings. (Ahmad, Muhiburrahman,
2013).
The number of respondents can potentially represent restriction to our research as well
as the level of achievements in which they lecture. Different results could have been obtained if
the questionnaire had been with university lecturers, and the students are at the advanced level.
Without mentioning this, the paper has stressed the significance of paying attention to
systematical provocation teaching, and in this way marginalising teaching pronunciation in
Serbian classrooms where English is taught as a foreign language. Results of the completed survey show that there should be careful approach to teaching pronunciation, not only at the level
of phonemes but also at prosodic level, through different communicating and cooperative activities, with the aid of contemporary techniques and tools such as computers, the Internet and
other available materials.
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